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Cumulus clouds, in spite of their small size, have an impor-
tant impact on the terrestrial radiation balance because
of their large coverage, especially over the subtropical re-
gion. The characterisation of their temporal evolution re-
mains a challenge for their observation, as cumulus clouds
have short lifetimes. A new sampling strategy using Re-
motely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) was implemented during the
NEPHELAE-EUREC4A field campaign in January and Febru-
ary 2020 in Barbados. The 40 flights made it possible to
characterize the thermodynamic transects of forced and ac-
tive trade-wind cumulus clouds. The statistics show that
large clouds (transect length greater than 500 m) have a
core associated with positive buoyancy, high liquid water
values, and an envelope associated with negative buoyancy.
Small clouds with a transect length less than 500m are gen-
erally forced cumuli since their buoyancy remains negative.
The novel sampling strategy uses sensor-driven adaptive
sampling to autonomously track an individual cloud through-
out its lifetime. In-situ observations of the cloud properties
and its surrounding environment also show that turbulence
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mixing is underestimated by a high-resolution Large-Eddy
Simulation.
K E YWORD S
adaptive sampling, observations, Remotely Piloted Aircraft,
trade-wind cumulus clouds, observation, entrainmentmixing

1 | INTRODUCTION
Cumulus clouds are small clouds, on the order of a kilometer, and they aggregate in privileged zones, notably in trade
wind regimes where the cloud cover can reach 50%. The understanding of the evolution of cumulus clouds during their
life cycle is therefore important for representing their radiative effect in numerical simulations.

The traditional sampling strategyusing in-situ observations consists of transecting the cumulus cloudswith research
aircraft (Stevens et al. (2003), Rauber et al. (2007), Roberts et al. (2008), Burnet and Brenguier (2010)). Studies such
as Katzwinkel et al. (2014) have shown that cumulus clouds are composed of a core, associated with updrafts and
elevated values of liquid water content (LWC), and an envelope surrounding the cloud, composed of downdrafts, that
compensate for the upwardmass flux of core. As described byHoffmann et al. (2014), single transects in cumulus clouds
tend to overestimate the total water content of the cumulus core. Also, a transect through a cloud only captures a
given instant of the cloud’s life cycle. Yet climatemodels attempt to represent the impact of the whole population of
cumulus clouds, which include clouds in their development, mature and dissipation phases. Katzwinkel et al. (2014)
shows that thermodynamic properties of the clouds change during each of these three phases of the cloud life cycle. In
the development phase, the almost entire cloud volume is defined by an ascending core and a thin subsiding envelope.
The clouds in themature and dissipation phases are composedmainly of air masses with negative buoyancy, associated
with downdrafts resulting in a decrease in LWC.

In the last decades, traditional piloted research aircraft have observed the temporal evolution of a horizontal
section of cloud (Burnet and Brenguier (2007)). However, piloted research aircraft remain a limitedmeans to follow
a cloud semi-continuously, as they require several minutes to return to the same cloud allowing only two or three
transects before the cloud dissipates (Barnes et al. (1996)). Mallaun et al. (2018) deployed a research aircraft during a
measurement campaign and achieved three to four transects of the same cloud element at different cloud levels. They
observe the subsiding shell at different vertical levels and the dispersion of updrafts inside the cumulus cloud, but could
not describe its temporal evolution.

To compliment the challenge of studying atmospheric phenomena in four dimensions, large eddy simulations (LES)
explicitly model shallow convention and have proven to be useful to understand themain processes involved in cumulus
clouds (Neggers et al. (2003), Heus and Jonker (2008)). LES have thus become a central tool in the development of pa-
rameterizations for regional and global models. LES, in turn, include sub-grid parameterizations such as turbulence and
cloudmicrophysical parameterizations which also introducemodel uncertainties. The validation of the LES simulations
is often done by comparison to in-situ observations frommeasurement campaigns, in particular to thosemeasuring the
macroscopic and thermodynamic properties of cumulus clouds (Brown et al. (2002), Siebesma et al. (2003), Zhang et al.
(2017)). However, some subgrid processes, such as microphysical and fine-scale turbulence, are parameterized and are
sources of uncertainties in the representation of shallow cumulus.

As observations are still needed to refine these sub-grid parameterizations, a new approach to observing with a
higher spatial and temporal resolution has been developed using Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) by coupling sensors
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with the autopilot to drive adaptive sampling by detecting the cloud borders and account for advection to autonomously
sample the cloud for the duration of its lifetime (Maury et al. (2022)). The motivation of the Network for studying
Entrainment andmicroPHysics of cLouds using Adaptive Exploration (NEPHELAE) was to develop a system using RPA
to follow and observe the dynamic nature of clouds. In January and February 2020, we sampled individual tradewind
cumuli during the field campaign EUREC4A (ElUcidating the RolE of Cloud-Circulation Coupling in ClimAte; Stevens
et al. (2020)).

These in-situ RPA-basedmeasurements are also comparedwith LES simulations of tradewind cumuli originating
from Barbados Oceanographic andMeteorological EXperiment (BOMEX) studies (Siebesma et al. (2003), Zhao and
Austin (2005a)).

Section 2 presents the instrument payload deployed during the field campaign, as well as the calibration and
validation of the optical cloud andmeteorological sensors on-board the RPA. Section 3 describes a statistical analysis
of clouds sampled and presents the first measurements of autonomous adaptive sampling individual clouds and their
temporal evolution of themicrophysical and thermodynamic properties.

2 | METHODOLOGY

This section describes the instruments deployed on the RPA, the parameters that have been computed, and the strategy
of exploration deployed during the field campaign. The SkyWalker-X6 is a light weight RPA, with a take-off weight of 2.5
kg and a flight time of about 1.5 hours. The Skywalker X6 has been used in previous field campaigns to study clouds and
is described in Sanchez et al. (2017) and Calmer et al. (2019).

2.1 | RPA payload
The RPA scientific payload was specifically designed tomeasure cloud optical and thermodynamic properties and send
the data directly to the GPS-based autopilot, Paparazzi (PPRZ, Hattenberger et al. (2014)). The RPA payload comprised
of a cloud sensor tomeasure the intensity of backscattered light (Nicoll andHarrison (2012)), as well as temperature
and relatively humidity probemounted in a shielded housing designed to shed cloud droplets (Sanchez et al. (2017)). A
camera was also integrated for post-flight visualization of themission.

2.1.1 | PTU probe
The PTU probe (pressure, temperature and relative humidity, Fig 1,a) has been integrated (same payload as Sanchez
et al. (2017)).

The water vapour content (qv) has been calculated as:

rv =
0.622psat.RH

101325 − psat.RH ; qv =
rv

1 + rv
, (1)

where RH is the relative humidity and psat is the saturated vapour pressure (in kgm−1 s−2)) defined as:

psat = exp(23.3265 −
3802.7

θ + 273.18
− (

472.68

θ + 273.18
)2) (2)
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F IGURE 1 Picture of the SkyWalker-X6 RPAwith a) the PTU (pressure, temperature and humidity) probe and b) the
Cloud Sensor.

With the saturated vapour pressure expression, qv,sat can be determined as:

qv,sat = 0.622
psat

P − psat (3)

and the air is considered saturated when the measured relative humidity is above a 95% threshold (Sanchez et al.
(2017)).

2.1.2 | Validation of Cloud Sensor
The Cloud Sensor, CS, directly measures the cloud optical properties to infer its cloudmicrophysical properties. The
CS is three-wavelength cloud sensor (CS; Nicoll andHarrison (2012)) that measures extinction (Fig 1,b, Eq. 4) with a
temporal resolution of 8 Hz (corresponding to a spatial resolution of approximately 2meters based on an RPA airspeed
of 15m s−1). The CSwas integrated into the fuselage of the RPA facing 45 degrees downward and perpendicular to the
airflow.

The CS is used to detect the presence of a cloud with four channels composed of three wavelengths (blue, λ =
505 nm; orange, λ = 590 nm; two near infra-red, λ = 840 nm). The backscatter signal is measured by the photodiode
detector to determine extinction (Harrison andNicoll (2014), Sanchez et al. (2017)). To relate entrainment mixing to a
conservative variable, extinction σext, (defined in Eq. 4) needs to be related to liquid water content (LWC).

σext =

rmax∑
n=rmin

Qextπr
2n(r) ; LWC =

rmax∑
n=rmin

ρw
4

3
πr3n(r) (4)

whereQext is the extinction efficiency for cloud droplets, r is the radius of droplet, n(r) is the number of droplets at
radius r, and ρw is the liquid water density.

To approximate LWCCS from the CSmeasurement of extinction, a comparison between the CS and a FM100 (Fog
Monitor 100) has been performed during the BIOMAIDO (Bio-physicochemistry of tropical clouds atMaîdo, Leriche
and Colomb (2020)) campaign in La Reunion island. The FM100measures cloud droplet size distributions between 2
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and 50 µmdiameter and was co-located with the CS. During a period of five days, both instruments measured the cloud
microphysical properties during different meteorological conditions including slope, shallow and deep convection. The
FM100measures cloud droplet concentration and size distribution to determine LWC, which is then related to the CS
measurement of extinction.

F IGURE 2 a) Comparison of LWCCS versus extinction calculated by FM100, b) Comparison of Cloud Sensor
backscatter signal versus extinction calculated by FM100 and c) Comparison of LWCCS calculated by Cloud sensor
versus by FM100. The dotted black and red line corresponds to 1:1-correspondence and best fit line, respectively. The
colorbar represents the cloud droplet number concentration (CNDC).

Figure 2,a shows the values obtained by FM100 for extinction and LWCCS during the BIOMAIDO campaign as a
function of color-coded cloud droplet concentrations. The LWCCS can be approximated empirically from the FM100
measurements byLWC = 4.54σext (R2=0.99). Figure 2,b describes the CS backscatter signal with FM100 extinction
as σext,CS = 0.336 σext,FM100 (R2 =0.81). For this study, the LWCCS is between 0.01 (detection threshold of CS)
and 0.7 g m−3, based on a range of effective radii between 3 and 12 micrometers. The LWCCS derived by the CS
(LWCCS ) and the LWCCS measured by FM100 show an linear relationship as shown in Fig. 2,c (slope=1.06, R2=0.76).
Themagnitude of LWCCS measured at La Réunion island is within the range of LWCCS values observed in the tropical
western Atlantic Ocean near Barbados (Gerber et al. (2008)).

2.1.3 | Determination of conservative variables
The tracking of total water content (qt) throughout the life cycle of the cumulus cloud quantifies the past exchanges (i.e.,
entrainment) between the cloud and its environment. Without entrainment, qt would remain uniform and adiabatic
throughout a cloud cross section.
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The qt is defined as the sum of the specific humidity, qv , and liquid water content, ql, by the following equation:

rl =
LWC

ρ
; ql =

rl

1 + rl
; qt = qv + ql (5)

where ρ represents the air density determined from temperature (T, in K) and pressure (P, in Pa).
With qv and ql, the virtual potential temperature, θv , is defined in Equation 6. The difference between the cloud

virtual potential temperature (θv,c) and the environment virtual potential temperature (θv,e) defines the buoyancy of
the cloud air, β. The environmental air is the same altitude as the cloud and beyond the region affected by the cloud (i.e.,
outside the shell).

θv = Θ(1 + (qv(
Rv

Rd
− 1)) − ql) ; β = 9.81

θv,c − θv,e

θv,e
(6)

whereRv is the perfect gas constant for humid air (461m2 K−1 s−2) andRd perfect gas constant for dry air (287m2

K−1 s−2). Amass fraction (denotedχ) of adiabatic cloudy air at a given level, z, can be determined as :

Ψcz = χΨcz−1 + (1 − χ)Ψez ; χ(z) =
Ψcz − Ψez

Ψcz−1 − Ψez
(7)

withΨ representing the conservative variable, indices c and e representing the cloudy and environmental air, respec-
tively.

2.2 | RPAmeasurements
The SkyWalker-X6 RPA have also been used in field campaigns in Ireland and Cyprus to study aerosol-cloud interactions
(Sanchez et al. (2017), Calmer (2018), Calmer et al. (2019)). This study focuses on the analysis of flights conducted
by Skywalker-X6 RPAs in the tropical western Atlantic Ocean near the northeastern coast of Barbados during the
EUREC4A field campaign (Stevens and Bony (2021)). TheMorgan Lewis field (13.27 N, 59.57W, 30m above sea level)
was used as the operations site (black star in Figure 3). Between 27 January and 9 February 2020, 42 research flights
were conducted (see Table 1, Fig. 3). The authorized airspace had a trapezoidal shape extending 15 km to the east where
the maximumwidth was 5 km. RPAs flew in the cloud layers below the maximum altitude of 1000m asl. During the
same period, flights with RAAVENRPAs were operated by the University of Colorado as a part of the ATOMIC (Atlantic
TradewindOcean-AtmosphereMesoscale Interaction Campaign) project in the same vicinity, measuring turbulence in
the subcloud layer (de Boer et al. (2022)).

This study focuses on the analysis of two RPAs (SkyWalker X6-7 and X6-10, Fig. 3a,b). Before every flight, the cloud
base andmeteorological conditions (e.g., wind speed and direction)were determinedwith a ceilometer and anemometer,
respectively, based at Barbados CloudObservatory (BCO; 13.09 N, 59.25W). Also, the cloud fraction (visualized with
GOES-East satellite) and cloud thickness (using reflectivity BCO radar; Hagen et al. (2021)) were used for flight planning,
particularly in choosing themeasurement altitude of the RPA relative to cloud base.

The research flights were divided into different strategies as follows: 19 flights consisted of racetracks perpen-
dicular to thewind (H), five flights were dedicated to vertical profiles (P), and 18 flights focused on cloud tracking (A).
For the cloud tracking flights, the RPA initiated the mission along a racetrack pattern upwind of the operation area
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TABLE 1 Overview of flight parameters with flight number, date, RPA identity, takeoff and landing time, flight
duration, pattern type (R for racetrack, A for adaptive sampling, and P for vertical profile) and pattern flight altitude (or
maximum altitude for vertical profiles.
Flights Date RPA Take-off Landing Duration Type altitude

(dd/mm) ID hh:mm (LT) hh:mm (LT) (min) (m)
1 27/01 12 11:08 12:08 60 R 800
2 28/01 10 10:17 11:20 63 R 550
3 28/01 10 15:52 16:49 57 R 800
4 28/01 12 15:52 16:54 62 R 800
5 29/01 10 11:30 12:28 58 R 550
6 29/01 10 14:32 15:37 65 R 850
7 29/01 10 16:17 17:25 68 R 750
8 29/01 12 11:31 12:25 54 R 650
9 29/01 12 14:43 15:40 57 R 750
10 29/01 12 16:17 17:27 70 R 800
11 31/01 10 10:45 11:26 41 P 600
12 31/01 10 11:32 12:09 37 P 200
13 01/02 10 14:30 15:33 63 A 650
14 01/02 12 14:13 15:16 63 A 700
15 02/02 12 09:36 10:25 49 A 750
16 04/02 10 15:35 16:37 62 R 950
17 04/02 12 12:48 14:07 79 A 900
18 04/02 12 15:35 16:58 83 A 960
19 05/02 10 08:06 09:08 62 A 900
20 05/02 10 10:16 11:20 64 A 850
21 05/02 12 10:17 11:17 61 R 1200
22 06/02 7 11:33 12:28 55 A 900
23 06/02 10 12:55 13:52 57 R 1000
24 06/02 10 14:45 15:42 57 A 900
25 06/02 10 15:57 16:43 46 A 900
26 07/02 7 10:01 10:52 51 R 940
27 07/02 10 10:00 10:55 55 R 850
28 07/02 10 12:07 13:16 69 R 970
29 08/02 7 09:30 10:43 73 A 1000
30 08/02 7 11:06 12:10 64 R 850
31 08/02 7 13:51 14:47 56 A 850
32 08/02 7 15:21 16:08 47 A 800
33 08/02 10 09:29 10:50 81 P 1200
34 08/02 10 11:07 12:04 57 P 1200
35 08/02 10 13:48 14:51 63 A 770
36 08/02 10 15:07 16:15 68 R 900
37 09/02 7 08:13 09:22 69 A 900
38 09/02 7 09:53 10:55 62 A 850
39 09/02 7 14:19 15:24 65 A 850
40 09/02 7 15:49 16:52 63 A 800
41 09/02 10 08:16 09:25 69 P 1300
42 09/02 10 09:53 10:52 59 R 950
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F IGURE 3 a) Trajectories of all SkyWalker-X6 RPAs during the NEPHELAE-EUREC4A field campaign. The adaptive
sampling and racetrack trajectories are represented in b). The black stars correspond to the Barbados Cloud
Observatory (BCO) andMorgan Lewis (ML) location.

until arbitrarily transecting a cloud. Once a cloud had been identified, the autonomous cloud tracking strategy was
implemented. The average wind during in the campaign is about 6± 2.4m s−1 from thewest north west generating a
racetrack somewhat parallel to the coast (Fig. 3).

The first twelve flights were used to validate the payload instruments. The adaptive flights began on 1 February.

2.2.1 | Racetrack patterns
The 19 flights operated in a racetrack patterns between 2 and 3 km long and perpendicular to the prevailing wind
to sample asmany individual clouds as possible. These flights are used to produce a statistical overview of the cloud
structure, characterizing the cloud core and the cloud shell similar to previous studies (Mallaun et al. (2018)). Based on
the airspeed of the RPA (around 15m s−1), it takes about 30 s to transect a cloudwith a 500m dimension.

2.2.2 | Adaptive exploration
In this study, an adaptive sampling strategy was successfully implemented using RPAs to follow cumulus clouds and to
retrieve a cloud heterogeneities, building on earlier studies by Verdu et al. (2020) andMaury et al. (2022)

During the field campaign, the adaptive sampling trajectory named ’Trinity’ (Verdu et al. (2019)), was used to
measure the cloud and environment variables. Once the cloud edge is detected by the CS, the RPA starts a turn inside
the cloud to exit the cloud along a circular arc (radius ca. 120m) and then re-enter the cloudwhile the autopilot adjusts
the relative cloud position using a prescribed advective wind. The ’Trinity’ patternwas preferred to the ’Rosette’ pattern
inMaury et al. (2022) since the clouds sampled during the field campaignwere relatively small. The adaptive exploration
started when an intercepted cloud along the initial racetrack had a transect length at least 100m and a LWCCS greater
than 0.01 gm−3.
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3 | RESULTS
3.1 | Thermodynamic variable comparison
The RPA profiles were compared to the radiosoundings carried out at the BCO every four hours (Albright et al. (2020))
during the NEPHELAE-EUREC4A campaign. The difference between potential temperature andwater vapour content
up to 1000m asl measured by the RPA and the closest radiosounding before the flight was calculated and is shown in
Fig. 4.

F IGURE 4 Difference between vertical profile of a) potential temperature and b) vapour content derived by BCO
radiosoundings and RPA profiles. Blue lines correspond to RPA 7 and red line for RPA 10.

A systematic offset between the RPA and radiosounding up to 2 K is observed, probably related to instrument
calibration. Systematic offsets have been adjusted post-campaign using the radiosounding as the reference.

The profiles of qv of RPA 7 and 10 in the lower part of the boundary layer (< 200m asl), systematically diverge from
the radiosounding profile and probably related to terrestrial surface heating. The take-off was always into the wind
towards the ocean; then the RPA began a holding pattern over the operations above theMorgan Lewis field area at 200
m asl (Hattenberger et al. (2022)). Consequently, the RPAmeteorological measurements are biased by the terrestrial
heat flux, particularly near the surface.

Above 200m asl, the mean∆θ (black line in Fig. 4,a) is close to 0, with a tendency to become negative with altitude.
A standard deviation of± 0.5 K account for the variability in θ over all of the flights. There is also variability in these
comparisons because some of the radiosoundings have been launched several hours before the RPA flight. For∆qt, the
trend becomes positive with altitude while remaining close to zero (Fig. 4,b). Above 800m asl, the RPA often transected
clouds, which generated additional variability in comparingwith the radiosonde profiles. We also compared RPAprofiles
with the nearest radiosounding after the flight (not shown), and resulted in similar analysis, with an insignificant change
in∆θ and∆qt. These results confirm regional-scale homogeneity of meteorological conditions in themarine boundary
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layer.

3.2 | Cloud statistics sampled from racetracks
In this section, only racetrack flights without adaptive sampling are presented. All flights took place in the cloud layer,
between 50 and 250meters above cloud base (m acb). To facilitate the comparison between flights, the altitude of the
RPAs is expressed as a height m acbwhere the cloud base is estimatedwith the BCO ceilometer.

The results in this section characterize the horizontal structures of the clouds at a given altitude. Also, to facilitate
the interpretation of the results, only the legs perpendicular to the advective wind are used. The turns at each end of
the racetracks are excluded from the analysis.

3.2.1 | Cloud transects - statistical analysis
This section presents a statistical analysis of cloud transects for a single flight on 4 February (Flight 16) while the RPA
followed a racetrack pattern. The cloud transects are presented in Fig 5. The altitude for this flight is 950m asl, which is
250m acb. The RPA observes altitude fluctuations of± 10m, generally resulting either from the turns at each end of
the racetrack or from the ascending/descending air currents.

F IGURE 5 Time series of the racetrack pattern for flight 16 (4 February) a) flight altitude, b) relative humidity, c)
total water content, d) virtual potential temperature and e) LWCCS . The blue shaded area corresponds to a relative
humidity≥ 95%. The grey shaded areas correspond to the presence of a cloud.

The peaks of LWCCS correspond to RPA passages through a cumulus cloud with qt values up to 14 g kg−1 and
changes in θv up to 0.25 K greater than cloud-free air. We define a cloud when the following criteria are fulfilled: a
relative humidity greater than 95% and a LWCCS greater than 0.01 gm−3 for at least 100m (six seconds).
The presence of cloud is indicated by the grey shaded areas in Fig 5. During the racetrack pattern, 12 cumulus clouds
were transected, each with different transect lengths and thermodynamic values. To study the cumulus cloud and its
interactionswith the environment that surrounds it, themeteorological state (T, RH) is characterized before intercepting
the cloud, during the transect, as well as after exiting the cloud. Each transect is normalized to a length ranging from -0.5
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to 0.5, with an environment around the cloud normalized from -1 to -0.5 and 0.5 to 1 (Fig. 6) to analyze the structure of
the cloud and its surrounding environment. The environment before cloud entry is always described between -1 and
-0.5 and the environment after cloud exit between 0.5 and 1. The normalized spatial resolution in Fig. 6 is 0.05, allowing
up to 20 points to represent the cloud transect and surrounding environment. In-situ measurements are averaged to
the length scale of the normalized transect.

F IGURE 6 Normalized horizontal transects of a) LWCCS , b)∆Θv and c)∆ qt and their standard deviation (shaded
area) for clouds with a transect length smaller (larger) than 500m represented by black lines (red lines) during the
racetrack flights. The normalized cloud transect length corresponds to the distance between -0.5 and 0.5 and the
environment before the cloud entry normalized to -1.5 and 0.5 (0.5 and 1.5 after the cloud exit). The PDF of each
variable in d),e),f) are plotted on the right for both types of cumulus clouds.

Based on the time series of LWCCS , the cloud observations have been statistically divided into two cloud popula-
tions: transects with lengths smaller than 500m (corresponding to black lines in Fig. 6) and those with lengths greater
than 500m (corresponding to red lines in Fig. 6). This size criterion has been determined by two clusters with a K-means
method, linking the transect lengths of the clouds either to themaximum buoyancy or to themaximum value of LWC.
Note that transect length smaller than 500m does not necessarily mean that the smallest dimension of the cumulus
cloud is less than 500m, as the trajectories do not necessarily pass through the cloud’s center and clouds are of irregular
shape.

The clouds with transects less than 500 m are characterized by low LWCCS , 0.11 ± 0.03 g m−3 and a nega-
tive/neutral buoyancy. This negative/neutral buoyancy can be either the consequence of a forced cloud (updraft driven
andwithin a few 10 s of meters from the cloud base but not having released enough heat by condensation to bemore
buoyant than its environment), or a dissipating cloud. On average, the small clouds show a qt difference between cloud
core and environment close to 0, indicating that most of them are dissipating. These cloud states are confirmed by
a conservative variable, liquid potential temperature,Θl, which is weaker in small clouds than the environment (not
shown).
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Clouds associated with transects larger than 500m have a LWCCS average of 0.18± 0.07 gm−3 within the cloud
core (andwithin 250mof cloud base) and are composed by a buoyant cloud core (Θv core >Θv environment). As shown
in Fig 6,b, a negatively buoyant shell is visible on the edge of the cloud and extends into the surrounding environment.
The difference of θv between the cloud and the environment provides insight on the cloud buoyancy and entrainment
mixing.

In Fig 6,c, we have plotted the deviation of the conservative variable, qt of the cumulus clouds compared to the
environment. An increase of qt in the cloud core of 0.2± 0.15 g kg−1 is observed for large clouds, which is consistent
with a thermal transporting warm andmoist air from below the cloud base. Asmentioned previously, the qt difference
between cloud core and its environment is close to 0 for small clouds (< 500m transect length).

Individual transects show a large variability around this mean (Fig. 6,d,e,f). The clouds associated with high LWCCS

values also have high positive buoyancy at the core and negative buoyancy in their shell (not shown). Nomeasurement
inside the cloud core region attains the theoretical value of the adiabatic LWC, estimated to be 0.5± 0.1 gm−3. The
adiabatic LWCCS based on Korolev (1993) ( 2 g m−3 km−1) is estimated using the altitude above cloud base (250
m) and the ± 50 m variability associated with cloud base height as measured by the ceilometer. The in-situ cloud
observations point to a sub-adiabatic cloud parcel as also reported in previous observations of small cumuli (Rauber et al.
(2007), Roberts et al. (2008), Sanchez et al. (2017)). The LWCCS for all clouds in this study remains relatively constant
within the cloud core, and is consistent with other research aircraft observations (Roberts et al. (2008), Katzwinkel et al.
(2014)).

To study the region inside and surrounding the cloud, we represent a thermodynamic diagram relating the buoyancy
to the difference between qt and qt,sat (Eq. 3). Zhao and Austin (2005a) used similar thermodynamic diagrams from
outputs of a LES simulation of a non-precipitating oceanic cumulus case and identified four zones that correspond to i/
saturated positively buoyant air (SP), ii/ saturated negatively buoyant air (SN), iii/ unsaturated positively buoyant air
(UP), and iv/ unsaturated negatively buoyant air (UN). SP and SN are saturated conditions corresponding to the cloud
core and cloud edge, respectively; while UP andUN correspond to the unsaturated air surrounding the cloud. The shape
of the V-graph obtainedwith the RPA observations for the 12 independent transects for this case study is similar to
reported in Zhao and Austin (2005a).

Some clouds (e.g., 6,7, and 11 in Fig. 7) correspond to cases with transects larger than 500m are located on the line
of neutral buoyancy (∆Θv=0) and amaximum of qt. They are all made of a buoyant core (SP zone) and a non-buoyant
edge (SN zone). These cores are associated with relatively high values of LWCCS as shown in Fig. 7,b. While Cloud 10
has a transect length less than 500m, this cloud seems to be in full development phase and also has a buoyant core. On
the contrary, clouds with transects less than 500m (e.g., Clouds 3, 8, 9, 13) are composed only of neutrally buoyant air
mass with a negatively buoyant shell (UN-SN zone). They are probably forced clouds, following the definition inMallaun
et al. (2019), with a LWCCS around 0.1 gm−3. Clouds 1, 2, 4, 5 and 12 seem to be dissipating as they have a neutral or
negative buoyancy with a qt lower than qt,sat, yet elevated LWCCS values around 0.2 gm−3.

3.2.2 | Thermodynamic properties of trade-wind cumulus
Expanding on the case study from the previous section, all flights that were conducted by the racetracks are exploited
here to generalize the relationship between cloud size and thermodynamic properties. The RPA flights were conducted
at three altitudes above cloud base (50, 150 and 250m), and a total of 39 clouds were sampled by racetrack patterns
during the field campaign. This analysis describes the relationship between LWC, buoyancy and qt for different heights
above cloud base.

All clouds intercepted during the racetracks are shown in Fig. 8, and all measurements, cloudy or not, are shown in
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F IGURE 7 Thermodynamic diagram (∆Θv versus qt − qt,sat) for clouds sampled during the racetrack pattern of
flight 16. a) Solid markers correspond to LWCCS > 0.01 gm−3 and emptymarker correspond to surrounding
environmental air. b) The LWCCS determined from the Cloud Sensor is represented with color and environmental air is
represented in grey. The quadrants are designated by SP, saturated positive buoyancy; SN, saturated negative
buoyancy; UP, unsaturated positive buoyancy; UN, unsaturated negative buoyancy.

the thermodynamic diagram. The expected V-shape is visible, and in-cloudmeasurements are generally located in the
oversaturated zone (S; qt-qt,sat > 0) with amajority of measurements in the SN zone (non-buoyant). Themeasurement
uncertainty associated with qt,sat is estimated to be± 0.19 g kg−1, which may partly explain the presence of non-
cloudymeasurements in saturated areas. Forced and active clouds can be distinguished in Fig. 8. Forced clouds reside
exclusively in the SN area (flight 16) while active clouds reside in the SN and SP areas and show a linear trend between
the two areas. Most of the forced clouds correspond to transects at 50m and 150m acb, while the active clouds were
sampled between 150 and 250m acb.

While cloud transects provide a snapshot of the thermodynamic properties of the clouds, a statistical analysis
of many individual clouds is required to study the cloud’s life cycle (i.e., growth, mature and dissipation phases). The
following section explores a new strategy for studying the cloud’s life cycle.

3.3 | Temporal evolution of trade-wind cumulus
This section focuses onmeasurements obtainedwhen following the spatio-temporal evolution of individual cumulus
cloud using sensor-based navigation. The mission always starts with a racetrack pattern perpendicular to the wind
direction at a given altitude above cloud base. Once a cloud has been identified, the adaptive sampling strategy is
initiated using the CS and PTU sensors (Section 2.2.2). The adaptive sampling then continues autonomously using a
pre-defined strategy until the cloud dissipates (Verdu et al. (2019),Maury et al. (2022)) or until the adaptive sampling
has been terminated by an operator.
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F IGURE 8 Same as Fig. 7 for clouds sampled during the racetrack pattern for flights 16 (circle), 23 (square) and 27
(triangle).

3.3.1 | Adaptive sampling by a single RPA
Case study - Flight 29
In flight 29 (Table 1), the RPA autonomously followed a cloud for almost eight minutes, conducting 12 transects at 150
m acb (1000m asl) as shown in Fig. 9,a. During this exploration, the cloud evolved and the different phases of its life
cycle were identified using thermodynamic diagrams (as in Section 3.2.1). The RPA conducted 15 transects of the cloud
during the eight minutes of adaptive sampling, which corresponds to a transect approximately every 30 seconds. The
first phase identified as the development phase (Fig. 9,c), corresponds to the beginning of the exploration until reaching
themaximum LWCCS (0.27 gm−3,14:07). At 150m acb, the adiabatic limit is 0.3 gm−3 which provides an upper limit
for expectedmeasurements of LWC.

During the development phase, the in-situmeasurements also identify the shell with negative buoyancy and a cloud
core associated with positive buoyancy. The measurements made by the RPA converge towards the saturated and
positively floating values (i.e., SP zone) during this development phase (Fig. 9,c).

Themature phase (Fig. 9,d) is defined from approximately the time of LWCCS maximum to the time of buoyancy
maximum. In the mature phase, the LWCCS values in the cloud core (i.e., SP zone) become more variable with a
maximum LWCCS approaching 0.25 gm−3. During themature phase, fewmeasurements were located in the UP zone
(non-cloudy air), because the Trinity pattern (Verdu et al. (2020)) initiates a circular arc after the RPA exits the cloud and
the RPA remains in close proximity to the cloud (< 100m horizontal distance).

The dissipation phase (Fig. 9,e),comprises the period from the buoyancy maximum until the RPA can no longer
follow the cloud. In the dissipation phase, themeasurements are all significantly non-buoyant and some qt anomalies
remain above 0.1 g kg−1, while the LWCCS measurements decrease to 0.1 gm−3. These results suggest that the cloud
is diluting.

During themature and dissipation phases, themeasurements converge towards negative buoyancy in both the
cloud (SN zone) and in envelope surrounding around the cloud (UN zone) as shown in Fig. 9,b.
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F IGURE 9 a) Time series of∆Θv , qt-qt,sat and LWCCS during the adaptive sampling for the Flight 29. The three
cloud phases of the cumulus cloud are represented, separated by a vertical dashed blue lines. The shaded grey area
corresponds to cloud presence (LWCCS > 0.01 gm−3) and the horizontal dashed line corresponds to a saturated
environment (qt,sat). The thermodynamic diagram for the entire time series as a function of time (b) and LWCCS (f)
with black points representing the in-situ measurements. The thermodynamic diagram for each cloud phase identified
during the adaptive exploration as a function of LWCCS is shown in c) development phase, d) mature phase, e)
dissipating phase. The non-cloudy environmental air is represented by the greymarkers. UP, UN, SN, SP represent the
unsaturated positive buoyant zone, unsaturated negative buoyant zone, saturated negative buoyant zone and saturated
positive buoyant zone, respectively.

Overview of autonomous adaptive sampling of clouds

During the campaign, 18 adaptive sampling flights were performed (noted as A in Table 1). Four adaptive sampling
flights exceed eight minutes of tracking the cloud, namely for flights 19, 22, 38 and 39. The in-situ measurements
of the tracked clouds are shown in the thermodynamic diagram in Fig. 10 and all exhibit the expected V-shape. The
highest LWCCS values are concentrated in the supersaturated and buoyant zone (SP zone) during flights 19 and 39.
For the cloud followed during flight 22, the buoyancy values are negative throughout the cloud, which is likely related
to sampling 70 m acb – a zone close enough to cloud base that is generally not buoyant because it is still forced by
the thermals below the cloud. The thermodynamic diagrams show that all adaptively sampled clouds trend towards
non-buoyant and qt (and LWC) decrease as a function of time, which suggests that cloud tracking began after or near
the end of the development phase. The reduction in qt is related to entrainmentmixing between themoist cloudy air
and the environment.

Clearly, a single transect is insufficient to observe the change of a conservative variable during the cloud’s life cycle.
The adaptive sampling strategy highlights the potential of RPA for studying clouds (and other atmospheric phenomena)
semi-continuously to observe the spatial and temporal evolution.
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F IGURE 10 Thermodynamic diagram (∆Θv versus qt − qt,sat) for clouds sampled by adaptive exploration for
flights 19 (first column), 22 (second column), 38 (third column) and 39 (fourth column). The first row represents the time
after the beginning of exploration and the second row represents the LWCCS . The environmental air measurements
are represented in grey.

3.3.2 | Adaptive sampling with two RPAs
Temporal and vertical evolution of thermodynamic variables
In the previous section, we demonstrate the capabilities of sensor-based adaptive sampling to observe a dynamic
atmospheric process such as following the temporal evolution of a cloud. In this section, we extend these capabilities by
deploying two RPAs at different altitudes simultaneously to follow the same cloud. In this section, two RPAs (RPA70 and
RPA150) flew at the same time (flight 35 and 31) at two different altitudes, 770m asl and 850m asl, corresponding to 70
m and 150m acb, respectively. The cloud base, determined by the ceilometer located at BCO, was at 700m. At 18:31
UTC (14:31 LT), RPA70 detects a cloud and the adaptive sampling is initiated. The information is subsequently sent to
the second RPA (RPA150) to go to the sameGPS position and 80m higher, which takes about twominutes. Simultaneous
adaptive sampling by both RPAs continues for sevenminutes at two altitudes - each RPA conducts its adaptive sampling
independently.

RPA150 and RPA70 conducted 14 and 15 transects through the cumulus cloud, respectively. As the RPAs did not
make entries in the cloud at the same time, the comparison between the two samples wasmade by the closest transect
andwithin the sameminute. Eight transects for each RPA can be comparedwith a duration varying from5 to 50 seconds
and are represented in the Fig. 14.

The values of the difference between themedian qt in the cloud and its environment are plotted in Fig. 11,a for
both RPAs (red for RPA70 and blue for RPA150) and for each transect. As expected, qt is higher than the environment at
both levels, but this difference is more pronounced for RPA70 (0.8± 0.2 g kg−1) than RPA150 (0.16± 0.14 g kg−1).

This evolution of the conservative variable, qt, showsmixing processes which have impacted the cumulus cloud. To
quantify themixing, we use themass fraction of adiabatic cloudy air,χ, defined in Eq.7. It varies between 0.2 and 0.54
with amedian value around 0.36, meaning that more than half of the air in the cloud has been entrained, leading to the
dilution of the cloud. These results are similar to previous studies, as Sanchez et al. (2021) for stratocumulus clouds in
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F IGURE 11 Median values (white points), 25th-75th percentile values (color bars) andmin/max values (black
vertical lines) for qt in a),Θv in b) and LWCCS in c) for RPA150 (blue color) and RPA70 (red color) during the eight nearly
simultaneous transects for adaptive exploration of two RPAs (flights 31 and 35). The vertical gradients of eachmedian
variable for each corresponding transect pair are represented in black.

the SouthernOcean (χ between 0.28 and 0.56).
Expanding on the previous sections, the thermodynamic diagrams of the tracked cloud are reproduced at 70 and

150m acb summarizing the adaptive exploration as shown in Fig. 12.
For both altitudes, the saturated vapour content, qt,sat, is computed by averaging the non-cloudy air temperature

prior to the adaptive exploration to avoid being biased by the cloud shell and in-cloud measurements. We assume
that qt,sat is therefore constant at a given altitude in the region surrounding the cloud and is advected uniformly as
the cumulus cloud evolves. qt,sat is 10.35± 0.04 g kg−1 at 70 m acb and 10.24± 0.04 g kg−1 at 150m acb (dotted
vertical line on Fig. 12). The average of θv in the environment surrounding the cloud, used to compute buoyancy (Eq.6),
is computed the sameway. As in Section 3.1, the four zones (SP, SN, UP, UN) are defined and the temporal evolution of
the cloud is documented.

For the observations at 70m acb (Fig. 12), LWCCS remains low as expected, and the V-shape is less pronounced
than for observations at 150m acb. At 150m acb (Fig. 12), the dispersion of thermodynamic variables is larger in the
cloud: the difference of θv with the environment can reach 0.36 K at themaximum in the cloud core (compared to 0.25
K at 70m acb).

As the sampling progresses, observations at both altitudes show a convergence towards neutral buoyancy for both
the cloud and its surrounding environment – indicative of mixing and dissipation of the cloud. During the first 200
seconds of adaptive sampling, most in-cloudmeasurements exhibit a positively buoyant core (SP and SNquadrants) with
a shell around the cloud that is developing. As the cloud transects continue, the cloud and the surrounding environment
become exclusively negatively-buoyant, and always associatedwith a relatively high qt that is converging to qt,sat . Once
the air parcels reach qt,sat, the cloud has nearly dissipated at this altitude (particularly at 70m above the initial cloud
base) and there is no difference between the shell, the rest of the cloud, and the surrounding environment.

The thermodynamic variables (θv , qt) at 150m acb also evolve temporally towards to a neutrally buoyant environ-
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F IGURE 12 Thermodynamic diagram showing the relationship between virtual potential temperature,Θv , and
total water, qt. The colorbar represents LWCCS (a,b) and time (c, d) for 70m acb (a, c) and 150m acb (b, d). The
horizontal dotted black line represents themeanΘv of the environment and vertical dotted black line represents the
the saturated water content (qt,sat). The black points represent the in-situ meaurements and grey points represent the
non-cloudy environmental air. The red lines represent the in-situ measurements used to determine the value ofΘv and
qt.

ment. However, at the end of the exploration, there are still buoyant parts in the cloud at 150m acb, whichmeans that
the cloud has not completely dissipated. The rising of the cloud base has also been visually verified by the onboard
cameras.

Thermodynamic diagrams: observations versus simulations

InMaury et al. (2022), high resolution LES tradewind cumuli were studied and used as an exploration field for virtual
adaptive sampling at 150m acb – similar to the in-situ measurements in this study. The thermodynamic diagram from
the numerical simulations corresponding to the cloudN2 inMaury et al. (2022) representing its entire life cycle is shown
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F IGURE 13 Thermodynamic diagram (∆Θv versus qt − qt,sat) for a cross section of a simulated cloud (first row)
and virtually sampled by adaptive RPA exploration (second row) at 150m acb. The colors represent the LWCCS values
(first row) and time after the appearance of the simulated cloud and grey points represent environmental air.
Simulations based on cloudN2 described inMaury et al. (2022)

in Fig. 13. Figure 13,a shows the thermodynamic diagram for the cross section at 150m acb, while Fig. 13,b illustrates
the thermodynamic diagram as observed by a virtual RPA after adaptive sampling. The results using the LES (Fig. 13,a
and Fig. 13,b) reproduces the cumulus V-shape with high LWCCS associated with high buoyancy, θv , and total water, qt.
The simulated buoyancy and LWCCS values approach the adiabatic limit, while the in-situ observations from the RPA
are significantly less (0.38 K and 0.25 gm−3 for the observations versus 0.6 K and 0.3 gm−3 for the LES simulation).
Observations and simulations both show the convergence toward neutrally buoyant air as a function of time..

The dispersion is greater in the RPA observations compared to the numerical simulations in part because of uncer-
tainty associated with the derivation of qt,sat (± 0.19 g kg−1 from Section 3.2) and θv (± 0.05 K). Nonetheless, results
suggest that the LES produce less heterogeneities than observed in real cumulus clouds, reflecting the parameterization
of fine-scale turbulence leading to an underestimation of entrainment in cloud. The turbulence parameterization from
Cuxart et al. (2000) is used in the simulations in Maury et al. (2022). Another factor may be the one-moment bulk
microphysics scheme used (ICE3 scheme; Pinty and Jabouille (1998)), which assumes a constant number of cloud
droplets (set at 300 cm−3). Instead of a one-moment scheme, the use of a two-moment scheme has been shown
to introducemore heterogeneities in cloudmicrophysical properties in simulated cumuli (Brenguier and Grabowski
(1993),Chandrakar et al. (2021)).

Another difference is cloud cores from the RPA observations are sub-adiabatic, which is not reflected adiabatic
cloud cores simulated inMaury et al. (2022). These results suggest that the time scales of mixing in LES are insufficient
to reproduce inhomogeneousmixing observed in small cumuli (Sanchez et al. (2020), Beals et al. (2015)).
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4 | CONCLUSION

The study presented here summarizes the Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) observations of trade-wind cumulus clouds
in the tropical western Atlantic Ocean during the NEPHELAE-EUREC4A field campaign. During the campaign, more
than 40 trade wind cumuli were transected by lightweight RPA instrumented with meteorological and cloud sensors to
characterize their thermodynamic state relating saturated / unsaturated and buoyant / non-buoyant parks of the clouds
and its surroundings. The transects distinguished the difference between forced and actively convective clouds based
on their size and thermodynamic properties. Using a K-means cluster analysis, clouds with transect lengths greater
than 500m have significantly higher LiquidWater Content (LWC) associatedwith their cores and positive buoyancy
anomalies compared to smaller clouds. The comparison of the temperature and humidity data from the RPAswith those
from the radiosoundings suggests regional scale homogeneity of meteorological conditions in the marine boundary
layer.

For the first time, we also demonstrate the potential of sensor-based adaptive sampling to follow the evolution
of an individual cloud throughout its lifetime. The RPA followed individual clouds for up to eight minutes transecting
the cloud on average every 30 seconds. The duration of the adaptive sampling wasmostly limited by dissipation of the
cloud. The temporal evolution of conservative variable (total water content, qt) and virtual potential temperature, θv ,
converge towards a stable saturated environment (qt approaches qt,sat) and a neutrally stable environment (buoyancy
approaches zero), thus forming an expected V-shaped thermodynamic diagram. Adaptive sampling with two RPAs at 70
m and 150m acb simultaneously characterized the thermodynamic and cloudmicrophysical properties. The V-shaped
thermodynamic diagram is more pronounced at 150meters above cloud base (m acb) compared to 70m acb, owing to a
more developed cloudwith higher buoyancy and cloudwater higher above cloud base. The observations at 70m acb
convergemore rapidly towards neutral buoyancy and saturated conditions as the lower part of the cloud dissipates.

The in-situ observations have been also compared to high-resolution Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) and show similar
shapes of thermodynamic diagrams. The simulations show less variability in the conservative variable qt and θv and
tend to overpredict the buoyancy and LWC in the cloud core, which is likely because the LES underestimate the scales
of entrainmentmixing.
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APPEND IX
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F IGURE 14 Time series for RPA70(red line) and RPA150 (blue line), of∆Θv (first column),∆qt (second column) and
LWCCS (third column) for the eight common transects during the adaptive exploration of 4 February (corresponding to
flights 31 and 35).


